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ABSTRACT
Finding methods for detecting objects in computer tomography images has been an active
area of research in the medical and industrial imaging communities. While the raw image
can be readily displayed as 2-D slices, 3-D analysis and visualization require explicitly
defined object boundaries when creating 3-D models. A basic task in 3-D image
processing is the segmentation of an image that classifies voxels/pixels into objects or
groups. It is very computation intensive for processing because of the huge volume of
iv
data. The objective of this research is to find an efficient way to identify, isolate and
enumerate 3-D objects in a given data set consisting of tomographic cross-sections of a
device under test.
In this research, an approach to 3-D image segmentation and rendering of CT data has
been developed. Objects are first segmented from the background and then segmented
between each other before 3-D rendering. During the first step of segmentation, current
techniques of thresholding and image morphology provide a fast way to accomplish the
work. During the second step of segmentation, a new method based on the watershed
transform has been developed to deal with objects with deep connections. The new
method takes advantage of the similarity between consecutive cross section images. The
projections of the objects in the first image are taken as catchment basins for the second
image. Only the different pixels in the second image are processed during segmentation.
This not only saves time to find catchment basins, but also splits objects with deep
connections that cannot be simply implemented by the watershed transform. A unique
label has been issued to each object after segmentation. Objects can be distinguished well
from each 2-D slice by their labels. This is a good preparation for 3-D rendering and
quantitative analysis of each object.
In this thesis, a novel 3-D rendering has been developed by surface rendering approach.
A new and easier rendering model has been invented under the assumptions that light
comes from the same side as the viewer, both of which are situated at infinity. It works
fast because only surface pixels are being processed and interior pixels are left
unprocessed. The surface intensity of the objects is attenuated by coefficients according
to their distance from the viewer. The objects finally are shown from top and side views.
Volume rendering was accomplished by sample images as well.
In this research, the new method works several times faster than previous methods. After
successful segmentation and rendering, the volume of each object can be easily
calculated and the objects are recognizable in 3-D visualization.
Keywords: 3-D Image Segmentation, 3-D Image Rendering, Watershed Transform,
Surface Rendering, Thresholding, Morphological Transform.
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Since the advent of computed x-ray tomography (CT) images, finding methods for
detecting objects in CT images has been an active area of research in the medical and
industrial imaging communities. X-rays pass through the object along several different
paths in several different directions, and produce many two-dimensional images. Each
slice represents a certain finite thickness. By stacking up a series of consecutive
equidistant slices, a three-dimensional (3-D) map of the density variations in the object
could be made.
The impact of this technique has been revolutionary. 3-D X-ray imaging provides better
and more efficient methods of displaying diagnostic data. It has several advantages over
conventional techniques. It is a more natural way of viewing an object's interior, and is
well suited to characterizing a material's integrity. Visualization results in many cases are
easier to understand and therefore can present more information for diagnostic decisions.
The need to analyze and visualize volumetric data arises in many fields of application. In
diagnostic medicine, it enables doctors to view internal organs with unprecedented
precision and safety to the patient. There are numerous non-medical imaging applications
that lead themselves to this method. For example, it is used for nondestructive evaluation
(NDE) of complex and advanced materials and components of civilian and military
structures. It is applied in fields of automobile, aerospace, nuclear waste industries, and is
also applied to inspecting missile and rocket components. The advantage of 3-D imaging
is critical for the implementation of automatic detection capabilities during in-process
inspection and post-production monitoring and examination. In geo-sciences, volumetric
data is used to analyze structure and composition of ground. Numerical simulations, such
as computational fluid dynamics, produce huge amounts of data that is usually defined in
the 3-D domain.
3-D analysis and visualization require explicitly defined object boundaries, especially
when creating 3-D surface models. 3-D image segmentation makes it possible to create
3-
D rendering for multiple objects and to perform measurements and quantitative analysis
for the parameters such as area, perimeter, volume and length. 3-D image segmentation
turns out to be a prerequisite for high quality 3-D rendering. A raw 3-D image, whether it
is CT, MR or microscopy image, comes as a 3-D array ofvoxels or pixels. A basic task in
3-D image processing is the segmentation of an image that classifies voxels/pixels into
objects or groups.
During the past few years, many visualization algorithms for image volume data have
been developed to deliver very realistic images. The methods usually are grouped into
surface rendering and volume rendering. Various techniques for 3-D image processing,
although available for years, have not been widely used because the cost of computing
and processing associated with creating the rendering at interactive speeds has been
excessive. The motivation of this research is to find an efficient way to do 3-D
segmentation and finally realize 3-D rendering quickly.
1.2 Objectives
The overall objective is to identify, isolate and enumerate 3-D objects in given data set
(about 100 images) (Refer to Figure 1.1 Samples of original images), which consists of
tomographic cross-sections of a device under test (DUT), and calculate the location,
dimension and orientation of the isolated objects (Refer to Figure 1.2 Schematic of 3-D




Figure 1.1 Samples of original images
Figure 1.2 Schematic of 3-D reconstruction from 2-D Slices
The 2-D cross section images are pre-processed to clear noise, cluster and radial patterns
in the images, in order to minimize errors in the following steps of image segmentation
and rendering. The resolution is limited due to slice spacing along DUT axis and discrete
angular spacing ofprojection axes.
The main tasks are as follows:
a. Literature review These areas include principle of computerized tomographic
imaging, image preprocessing, image segmentation, image analysis, 3-D
rendering.
b. Development of techniques for 3-D segmentation, which makes it possible to
analyze each object.
c. Development of techniques for 3-D rendering, which presents 3-D visualization.
d. Program prototype development.
1.3 Method
In this research, an approach to image segmentation and rendering of CT data has been
developed. This method consists of two steps: image segmentation and 3-D rendering.
During image segmentation, objects are first segmented from the background and then
from each other. Current techniques of thresholding and morphological operations
provide a fast way to accomplish the segmentation from background. During the
segmentation between objects, an important modification has been introduced on the
binary watershed transform of Vincent and Soille [25, 26]. The new method takes
advantage of the similarity between consecutive cross section images. The projections of
the objects in the first image are taken as catchment basins for the second image. Only
the different pixels in the second image are processed during segmentation. This not only
saves time to find catchment basins in the second image, but it also segments objects with
deep connections that cannot be simply completed by the watershed transform. Each
object is given a unique label after segmentation. When doing 3-D reconstruction, the
objects can be recognized and selected easily among others by their specific labels. It
makes possible the 3-D rendering for multiple objects and measurement of each object.
3-D rendering has been accompished by volume rendering approach, which could be
used to reveal the interior of the objects. Also, a new and easier rendering model has been
invented to do surface rendering based on the assumption that light comes from the same
side as the viewer, both of which are situated at infinity. It works fast because only
projection pixels that are surface pixels have been picked up and processed. The interior
pixels are left unprocessed. The surface intensity of the objects is attenuated by
coefficients depending on their distance from the viewer. The objects are clearly shown
from top and side views in the end.
In this research, the new method works several times faster than previous methods. After
successful segmentation and rendering, the volume of each object can be easily
calculated and the objects are recognizable in 3-D visualization.
Chapter 2
Literature Survey
In this chapter, the underlying theory and current techniques related to this project are
reviewed. There are three major steps in this project, image formation, segmentation and
3-D rendering. Ch2.1 introduces theories of image formation. Ch2.2 presents techniques
in image segmentation. Ch2.3 presents techniques in 3-D rendering. Image segmentation
and rendering are major issues in our project. We need to consider some of the problems
associated with them. One of the problems is the effect of noise in the image. Noise can
occur during image capture, transmission or processing and may be dependent on, or
independent of image content. Since image quality will be degraded by noise, removal of
the noise is an important and necessary step for successful work afterwards. A quick
review of CT image formation will help us explain the reason of noise presenting in
many images.
2.1 CT Image Formation andArtifact
To produce tomographic images, X-rays pass through the object along several different
paths in several different directions, resulting in an image that displays differences in
density at each of several thousand points in a two-dimensional slice through the object
[1, 2, 3]. In the simplest approach, a set of CT images can be produced by directing a
planar fan of horizontal X-rays at an object on a turntable, measuring the intensities of
X-
rays through the fan beam before it enters the object and after it passes through, then
rotating the turntable slightly and repeating the measurement. A slice is complete after
collecting the intensity measurements for a full rotation of the turntable. Then the
turntable is shifted slices.
The intensity data can be converted to an image representing differences in X-ray
attenuation in the specimen by using Beer's law to relate the incident intensity I0 and the
final intensity /to the object's linear attenuation coefficient ju:
I=I0 exp [-/u(x)]dx 2. 1
in which d is a distance coordinate along the X-ray path and x is a dummy variable of
integration over distance. The unknowns in Equation 2.1 are the values of ju(x), that is,
the values of the linear attenuation coefficient at each point along each X-ray path.
Rotating the object in the fan-shaped X-ray beam causes every point in the object to be
traversed several times in different directions during several different intensity
measurements. Consequently, the unknown ju(x) values are constrained by many
equations having the form of Equation 2.1. Image reconstruction consists of finding
values for pt(x) that provide solutions to these equations. A commonly employed
algorithm for image reconstruction is "filtered
back-projection"
which generates a unique
set of ju(x) values, given a specified digital noise filter.
The mathematics necessary to obtain tomographic reconstructions from integral
projection data using filtered back-projection techniques is as follows [4, 5, 6]. Refer to
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Figure 2.1 Principle of reconstruction from projection
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1 . Sum for each of the K angles, 9, between 0 to 180;
2. Measure the projection Pe(t) ;
3. Fourier transform: make it into frequency domain Se(yv) ;
4. Multiply it by the weighting function In \w\ I K ;
5. Sum over the image plane the inverse Fourier transforms of the filtered
projections (the back-projection process).
Consider a two-dimensional function / (x, y), a parallel projection at angle 0, Pg(t) is
given by
fl j00
f(x,y)5(xcos9 + ysinO -t)dxdy 2.2
If the projections are known for all 0 between 0 and n, the function can be exactly
reconstructed by back-projecting filtered versions of the projections. The filtered
projections are given by
QM)= f Se(w)\w\exp(j2nwt)dw 2.3J-CO
where Se(w) is the Fourier transform of P0(t) given by
SJw)= f Pg(t)exp(-j2nwt)dt 2.4JCO
The operation of back-projection for reconstructingf(x, y) is described by
f(x,y)=
^Qe(x cos6 + y sin 0)d6 2.5
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As equation shows, two conditions must be satisfied to obtain exact images. One is that
an infinite number of projections from 0 to 7ris needed as equation 2.4 shows. Equations
2.2 and 2.3 imply that the projections are known at an infinitely small sampling interval.
The problem with images is that usually the objects, and therefore their projections, are
not band-limited. When a non-band-limited or band-limited function is sampled below its
Nyquist rate, the portion of the spectrum above the Nyquist frequency is folded back into
the lower frequencies. This causes the function to be band-limited and has aliasing errors
in it. So the final image can be thought to be made up of two functions. One is the image
made from the band-limited projections degraded by the finite number of projections.
The second is the image made from the aliased portion of the spectrum in each
projection.
Let K represents the number of projections and ^represents the number of rays in each
projection. A.C. Kak showed us the result of an under-sampling oval [4, 5, 6, 7] (Refer to





Figure 2.2 Result of reconstruction from projection
As in our project, when the number of samples in each
projection is far less than the
number of projections, radial lines will be seen in the reconstructed images. The best
result comes when the two numbers are roughly equal. Most of the images we got look
like Figure 2.3 A sample of original images. It can be seen that images are degraded by
artifact and noise. These degradations will cause errors during image segmentation and
13
rendering. Thus, removal of the noise is an important and necessary step for successful




Figure 2.3 A sample of original images
2.2 Survey ofMethods for Image
Segmentation
The goal of image segmentation is to find
regions that represent objects or meaningful
parts of objects. It is the key step in interpreting the
image. Identifying real objects,
14
pseudo-objects, and shadows or actually finding anything of interest within the image
require some form of segmentation.
Image segmentation may use statistical classification, thresholding, edge detection,
region detection, or any combination of these techniques. A common problem with
binary images generated by a segmentation algorithm is either to split the domains into
different objects or to split an object into different parts. While it is easy to do this
interactively by drawing lines in the image, it is a much more difficult task to formulate
rules for this operation in a computer language and thus automate the procedure.
Most segmentation techniques are either region-based or edge-based [16, 17, 32, 33, 34,
35]. Edge-based techniques rely on discontinuities in image values between distinct
regions, and the goal of segmentation algorithm is to accurately demarcate the boundary
separating these regions. Region-based techniques rely on common patterns in intensity
values within a cluster of neighboring pixels. The cluster is referred to as the region, and




Most region-based methods are simple, easy to implement. Threshold-based method is a
simple but powerful approach for image containing solid objects that are distinguishable
from the background or other objects in terms of pixel intensity values. Many objects or
image regions are characterized by constant reflectivity or light absorption of their
surfaces. A brightness constant or threshold can be determined to segment objects and
background. When using a threshold rule for image segmentation, one assigns all pixels
at or above the threshold gray level to the object. All pixels with gray level below the
threshold fall outside the object. The boundary is then that set of interior points, each of
which has at least one neighbor outside the object. When the values are defined properly,
the boundaries are traced for all pixels within the range in the image. Gray scale
thresholding works well when an image that has
uniform regions and contrasting
background.
There are three ways of thresholding by way of assigning thresholds, global, adaptive and
optimal thresholding [18]. Global thresholding is
a method where the value of the
threshold gray level is held
constant through the image. If the background gray level is
reasonably constant through,
and if objects all have approximately equal contrast above
the background, a fixed global threshold
will usually work well, provided that the
threshold gray level is properly
selected. In many cases, however, the background gray
16
level is not constant, and the contrast of objects varies within the image. In such cases, it
is convenient to use a threshold gray level that is a slowly vary function of position of the
image and this produces fewer segmentation errors. This is where adaptive threshold
works well. Optimal thresholding is a method based on approximation of the histogram
of an image using weighted sum of two or more probability densities with normal
distribution. The threshold is set as the closest gray level corresponding to the minimum
probability between the maxima of two or more normal distributions, which results in
minimum error segmentation.
Thresholding is computationally inexpensive and fast. The major drawback of
threshold-
based approaches is that they often lack the sensitivity and specificity needed for accurate
classification. For example, they can't segment false bridges between close but separate
regions (Refer to Figure 2.4 Image with bridging).
17
Figure 2.4 Image with bridging
2.2.2 Boundary-Based Segmentation
Boundary detection is performed by finding the boundaries between objects [16, 21].
This method is usually begun by marking points that may be a part of an edge. These
points are then merged into line segments, and the line segments are then merged into
object boundaries. The edge detectors are used to mark points of rapid change, thus
indicates the possibility of an edge. These edge points represent local discontinuities in
specific features, such as brightness, color, or texture. After edge detection operation has
been performed, the next step is to threshold the results. One method to do this is to
18
consider the histogram of the edge detection results, looking for the best valley. Often,
the histogram of an image on which has been operated by an edge detector is unimodal
(one peak), so it may be difficult to find a good valley. This method works best with a
bimodal histogram. Another method that provides reasonable results is to use the average
value as the threshold. With very noisy images, a good rule of thumb is to use 10-20% of
the peak value as a threshold. After we have determined a threshold for the edge
detection, we need to merge the existing edge segments into boundaries. This is done by
edge linking. The simplest approach to edge linking involves looking at each point that
passed the threshold test and connecting it to all other such points that are within a
maximum distance. This method tends to connect many points and is not useful for
images where too many points have been marked. It is most applicable to simple images.
Instead of thresholding and then edge linking, we can perform edge linking on the edge-
detected image before we threshold it. If this approach is used, we look at small
neighborhoods and link similar points. Similar points are defined as having close values
for both magnitude and direction. The entire image undergoes this process, while keeping
a list of the linked points. When the process is complete, the boundaries are determined
by the linked points.
In order to overcome some of the limitations of region-based methods for classification
and segmentation, boundary-based methods are often used to look for explicit or implicit
boundaries between regions corresponding to different tissue types. The two most
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commonly used boundary-based methods are known as ridge detection and edge
detection. Ridge detection follows the peaks in the original image. When objects don't
have large enough ridges at the region boundaries for ridge detection, the gradient
operator can be used to enhance the boundaries between distinct regions and Laplacian
operator can be used to distinguish the inside versus the outside of the edge.
The drawback of boundary detection methods is they can produce spurious, missing, or
discontinuous edges. Furthermore, the derivative operator is inherently noisy and will
exacerbate any noise already present in the image. Hence, the image must be smoothed
before applying the gradient or Laplacian operators. Unfortunately, smoothing an image
can hide or blur fine structures and other subtle features.
2.2.3 Morphological Operations
As for binary images, morphological operation is a powerful set of image processing
operations. Although the basic operation is simple, its variants can be concatenated to
produce much more complex effects.
Mathematical morphology is based on the
algebra of non-linear operators operating an
object shape and in many respects
supersedes the linear algebraic system of convolution
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[19, 20, 21]. In general case, morphological image processing operates by passing a
starting element over the image in an activity similar correlation. Like the convolution
kernel, the structuring element can be of any size, and it can contain any complement of
l's and 0's. At each pixel position, a specified logical operation is performed between
structuring element and the underlying binary image. The binary result of that logical
operation is stored in the output image at that pixel position. The effect created depends
on the size and the content of the structuring element and on the nature of the logical
operation.
Mathematical morphology is very often used in applications where shape of objects and
speed are issues. The primary morphological operations are dilation and erosion. And
from these two, more complex morphological operations such as opening, closing, and
shape decomposition can be constituted.
Dilation:
The morphological transformation dilation combines two sets using vector addition.
XB = {peX : p
= x + b, x e X and b e B) 2.6
Xis the point set and B is the structuring element. X is the discrete space.
Dilation is used to fill small holes and narrow gulfs in objects. It increases the object size
- if the original size needs to be preserved.
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Erosion:
G combines two sets using vector subtraction of set elements.
X QB = {pe
e2
: p + b e X for every b e B} 2.7
Erosion is used to simplify the structure of an object - objects or their parts with width
equal to one will disappear. It might thus decompose complicated objects into several
simpler ones.
Opening: XB = (X0B)0B 2.8
Closing: XB = (X@B)QB 2.9
Erosion followed by dilation creates an important morphological transformation called
opening. Dilation followed by erosion is called closing. Opening and closing with an
isotropic structuring element are used to eliminate specific image details smaller than the
structuring element
- the global shape of the objects is not distorted. Closing connects
objects that are close to each other, fills up small holes, and smoothes the object outline
by filling up narrow gulfs. Meanings of 'near', 'small', and
'narrow'
are related to the size
and the shape of the structuring element.
22
2.3 3-D Rendering
3-D visualization aims at presenting objects in a photo realistic way that gives the viewer
clues about their 3-D structure. It is closely related to computer graphics with which it
shares a number of techniques, such as illumination, shading and projection techniques.
This task is accomplished by utilizing approximated models of light matter interaction
and taking advantage of the human visual system's ability to perceive depth and structure
through shading, texture, and so on. There are numerous applications in various scientific
fields for 3-D visualization. The most prominent is the visualization of 3-D medical data.
Visualization of such data is a useful tool for surgical planning, therapy monitoring, study
of soft tissue or bone morphology and pathology prosthetics, and the like. Visualization
of 3-D meteorological data, fluid flow data, and computer-aided manufacturing are some
other fields where 3-D visualization has been applied.
Visualization of 3-D volume images has characteristically been divided into two different
techniques: surface rendering and volume rendering [22, 23, 30]. Each has its advantages
and disadvantages. Selection between these techniques is often predicted on the particular
nature of the biomedical image data.
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Surface rendering techniques characteristically require the extraction of contours that
define the surface of the structure to be visualized. An algorithm is then applied that
places surface patches or ties at each contour point, and with hidden surface removal and
shading, the surface is rendered. The advantage of this technique lies in the small amount
of contour data, resulting in fast rendering speeds. The disadvantages are largely based on
the need to discretely extract the contours defining the structure to be visualized. All
other volume image information is lost in this transformation, breaking the connection
back to the original measurement.
Volume rendering is a more direct way for reconstruction of 3-D structures. These
methods provide direct volume images without the need for prior surface or object
segmentation, preserving the values and context of the original image data. Volume
rendering represents 3-D objects as a collection of cube-like building blocks called voxels,
or volume elements. Each voxel is a sample of the original volume, a 3-D pixel on a
regular 3-D grid or raster. Each voxel has been associated with one or more values
quantifying some measured or calculated property
of the original object, such as
transparency, luminosity, density, flow velocity or metabolic activity. The main
advantage of this type of rendering is its ability to preserve the integrity of the original
data throughout the visualization process. This technique, however, requires huge amount
of computation time and is generally more expensive than conventional surface rendering
technique.
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Surface rendering is a technique for visualizing a geometric representation of a surface
from a 3-D volume data set. With surface rendering (and volume rendering at an
isosurface) exact measurements are possible. Volume rendering is to incorporate the
direct visualization of volumes without the use of intermediate surface geometry
representations. With a transparent volume rendered image an overview of the data can
be easily grasped. Surface rendered images take less time to compute than volume
rendered images, however the image quality is usually greater in volume rendered images.
Quality verses production time is a usual comparison and with certain visualizations. A
lower quality image could cause more severely misinterpretation of the data. To aid
disambiguity of the object, interaction should be available, including viewing from
different angles, cutting planes and exploring the image in real time. In general, both
volume and surface rendering techniques should be coincidentally used: using volume
rendering to create an overall
impression of the three-dimensional view and surface





Now we understand the whole process of X-ray image reconstruction and the current
techniques in the related areas. We use some of the current techniques as well as our new
ways to solve our problems. The overall objective is to identify and isolate 3-D objects in
order to calculate its location and dimensions. By analyzing the image sets we have, we
build up a method with two steps. The first step is image segmentation and second step is
3-D rendering. As for image segmentation, objects need to be segmented from
background first and then segment from each other. Ch3.1.1 presents the method of
thresholding and morphological operations to distinguish objects from background and
unexpected objects. Ch3.1.2 develops new methods of segmentation between objects. It
is based on the watershed transform and takes advantage of the similarity between
consecutive cross section images. It speeds up the segmentation process as well as
segments images with close connection successfully. In Ch3.2.1, 3-D rendering has been
attempted by volume rendering approach, which could be used to reveal the interior of
the objects. In Ch3.2.2, a new and easier rendering model has been invented to do surface
rendering. It works fast because only boundary pixels in each 2-D slice have been picked.
The objects finally are clearly shown from top and side views.
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3.1 Image Segmentation
3.1.1 Segmentation ofObjects from Background
By analyzing the images, we found them the feature that the objects gray levels are
distinct from background gray levels. (Refer to Figure 3.1 Original image ofWb30 and
Figure 3.2 Gray value of the central line of image Wb30). In the 0 to 255 gray value
scale, the gray values of the objects are within 1 10 to 250. The background has a lower
value and the inside and outside rings have higher values. Thresholding and
morphological operations are suitable methods for this type of segmentation and noise
removal.





gray value of the central line of image wbb030
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Figure 3.2 Gray value of the central line of image Wb30
There are about a hundred slices of images to be processed. From bottom to top, the
images are ordered from 1 to 100 and named from WbOl to WblOO. The qualities of
these images are quite different. Correct threshold selection is crucial for successful
threshold segmentation. A single threshold value is not suitable for all these pictures. It
will cause more errors by doing so. According to the variation of their gray values, these
images are grouped into five and will be processed differently A, B, C, D, E (Refer to
















Figure 3.3 Samples of original images from five groups A, B, C, D, E
According to this feature, we choose different thresholds and morphological operations
for different groups of images (Refer to Table 3.1 Thresholds for different image groups).
Group A (images from 1 to 11) and group E (images from 84 to 100) contain no object
and were left unprocessed. Group B (images from 12 to 30) has similar feature with
group C (images from 31 to 65). However, images from group B have been interfered
with more artifacts. The reason has been explained in Chapter 2.1. Images from group B
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should be preprocessed to de-noise before doing thresholding. It is not addressed here
since it is not the main issue. Lots of algorithms could do the de-noising job [12, 13, 14,
15]. After images have been preprocessed, noise is cleaned, group B will be processed
similarly with group C.
Images from group C are much clean. The inner and outer rings have gray values around
255. The gray values of objects are between 150 and 250, which distinguish them well
from background and the rings. Image 3
1st
is picked as a typical example (Refer to Figure
3.4 Original image Wb31). We choose thresholds 150 and 250 to do thresholding. Pixels
with gray values between 150 and 250 become value 1, and others beyond this scope
become value 0. There are some thin dashed lines and separated dots left after
thresholding (Refer to Figure 3.5 Image Wb31 after thresholding). The reason is because
the inner and outer rings have pixels with similar gray values as that of the objects. It
brings difficulty to do segmentation. After thresholding, gray-scale images become
binary images. Morphological operation is a powerful set of binary processing operation.
The simple morphological
'open'
processing is good to remove those unexpected small
clusters
- a single erosion followed by a single dilation by the same operator (Refer to




Figure 3.4 Original image Wb31
Figure 3.5 Image Wb31 after thresholding
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Figure 3.6 Image Wb3 1 after open OP
Group D contains images from 66 to 84 (Refer to Figure 3.7 Original image Wb71). Ifwe
do the thresholding from 150 to 250 as above, there are severer circles left (Refer to
Figure 3.8 Image Wb71 after thresholding). It is because more pixels along outer and
inner rings have similar values as that of the objects. These clusters are too big to be
removed by morphological
'open'
operation. Thinking of the number of objects in this
group is not too big, we are going to use labeling method and making some mask to
remove inner and outer rings. First we are doing thresholding from 150 to 255. Objects,
outer and inner rings are left (Refer to Figure 3.9 Image Wb71 after thresholding by
different thresholds). We begin the labeling process. The outer circle will get a label
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value of one. Removing the pixels with value of one could delete the outer ring (Refer to
Figure 3.10 Image Wb71 after deleting outer circle). For the inner ring, we build up a
mask to filter out unnecessary pixels (Refer to Figure 3.11 Mask for inner ring). It works
well since objects separate well with inner rings. The mask could filter out pixels inside
with logical operations (Refer to Figure 3.12 Mask with objects and Figure 3.13 Image
Wb71 after deleting inner circle). Morphological open operation will de-noise in the end
(Refer to Figure 3.14 Image Wb71 after open OP).
Figure 3.7 Original image Wb71
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Figure 3.8 Image Wb71 after thresholding
Figure 3.9 Image Wb71 after thresholding by different thresholds
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Figure 3.10 Image Wb71 after deleting outer circle
Figure 3.11 Mask for inner ring
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Figure 3.12 Mask with objects
Figure 3.13 Image Wb71 after deleting inner circle
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Figure 3.14 Image Wb71 after open OP
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A 1-11 No object Unprocessed
B 11-30 Noisy, gray values between
objects and adjacent inside





C 31-84 Less noise, the objects are
almost clear.
150-250 Open
D 66-84 Gray values of the objects
have less contrast to those of
outer and inner circle.
150-255 Mask,
open
E 84-100 No object Unprocessed
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3.1.2 Segmentation between Objects
After the first step of segmentation, the objects are distinguished from the background.
Images are changed from gray value to binary case. Objects have value 1 and background
has value 0. The next step is doing segmentation between objects with bridging (Refer to
Figure 3.15 Image with bridging). Thresholding and morphological operations are unable
to do this type of segmentation.
Figure 3.15 Image with bridging
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We are going to find a new method to do this kind of segmentation. Our method is based
on the watershed transform algorithm reported by Vincent and Soille [25, 26]. We will
take a review first and made some important modifications for our project.
3.1.2.1 Review ofWatershed Transform
The idea of watersheds comes from nature a landscape is separated into different
catchment basins by the watershed lines. One famous example is the great divide, which
is the line that separates the USA into two regions, the catchment basin of the Atlantic
Ocean and that of the Pacific Ocean.
In gray scale mathematical morphology the watershed transform, originally proposed by
Digabel and Lantuejoul and later improved by Beucher and Lantuejoul, is the method of
choice for image segmentation [24, 25]. There are two basic approaches to watershed
image segmentation. The first algorithms for computing watersheds are found in the field
of topography [27]. It starts with finding a downstream path from each pixel of the image
to a local minimum of image surface altitude. A catchment basin is then defined as the set
of pixels for which their respective downstream paths all end up in the same altitude
minimum. While the downstream paths are easy to determine for continuous altitude
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surface by calculating the local gradients, no rules exist to define the downstream paths
uniquely for digital surface.
The most computation time of the above method is to calculate the steepest slope of
every point on the surface that one has to know how the water will float down hills.
While the given approaches were not efficient because of their extreme computational
demands and inaccuracy, the second watershed segmentation approach represented by a
seminal paper (Vincent and Soille [25, 26]) made the idea practical. Instead of identifying
the downstream paths, the catchment basins fill from the bottom. (Each minimum
represents one catchment basin). The strategy is to start at the altitude minima. By
analogy, we can figure that we have pierced holes in each regional minimum in the
surface of the image, seen as a terrain map. We then slowly immerse our surface into a
lake. Starting from a minimum of lowest altitude, the water will progressively fill up the
different catchment basins. At points where water coming from different basins would
meet, dams are built. When the water level has reached the highest peak in the landscape,
the process stopped. As a result of this immersion procedure, each minimum is
completely surrounded by dams, which delimit its associated catchment basin. These
dams correspond to the watersheds mentioned above.
An algorithm of the watershed transform by simulated immersion has been developed by
Vincent and Soille [25, 26]. The algorithm is decomposed into two steps. The first step,
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sorting step, consists in an initial sorting of pixels in their increasing order of their values.
During the sorting step, a brightness histogram is computed. A list ofpointers to pixels of
gray level h is created simultaneously and associated with each histogram gray level to
enable direct access to all pixels of gray levels. After the sorting phase all pixels of the
objects belong to a cluster depending on their gray levels. The second step, flooding step,
is a fast computation of geodesic influence zone enabled by a breadth-first scanning of
each threshold level. For each of them, a unique catchment basin label has been assigned.
Pixels that represent potential catchment basin members are put in a FIFO queues and
wait for further processing. When the flooding has been completed up to a gray level k,
every pixel with gray level less than or equal to k has already been assigned a unique
catchment basin label. Next, pixels with gray level k+\ will be processed; all such pixels
can be found in the list that was prepared in the first step. A pixel having gray level k+\
may belong to a catchment basin labeled if at least one of its neighbors already carries
this label. Geodesic influence zones are computed for all hitherto determined catchment
basin. All pixels with gray level k=l that belong to the influence zone of the catchment
basin labeled 1 are also labeled with the label 1, thus causing the catchment basin to grow.
The pixels from the queue are processed sequentially, and all pixels from the queue that
cannot be assigned an existing label
represent newly discovered catchment basin and are
marked with a new unique label.
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Algorithms before shared some characteristics: First, they are based on successive
complete scanning of the image under processing, all pixels are scanned one after another
in a predetermined order. Second, these algorithms do not run in a fixed number of
iteration, the image has to be scanned entirely at all iterations. Vincent's algorithm runs in
linear time with respect to the number N of pixels in the image that is processed. In the
sorting step, only two scanning of the whole image are necessary to construct the sorted
array of pointers to pixels. In the flooding step, each pixel is scanned three times on
average. It speeds up the computation.
3.1.2.2 Binary Image Segmentation
As for binary images, this comes down to the separation of the partially overlapping
objects. Its solution is based on a marking of the different components that are to be
segmented. A marking function needs to be constructed, whose different catchment
basins correspond to the desired objects [24, 25, 29]. Here, the marking function is
nothing but the opposite of the distance function of our binary images i.e., the function
that associates with every feature point of the opposite of its distance to the background.
A distance transformation is an operation that converts this binary image to a gray-level
image where all pixels have values corresponding to the distance to the nearest feature
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pixels [28]. A distance mask of size (n x n) is a (n x ) matrix (mk!)kjwhere a value w^,/
represents the local distance between a pixel p
= (x^j^J and a neighboring pixel #
= (xp+k
,yp+i). The mask is centered at pixel p so that its size n is odd and indices k and / are
included in {-[n/2], ..., [n/2]}.
The process of calculating discrete distance maps using masks can now be summarized as
follow. Given a binary digital image of size W x H, the set F is assumed to be known.
The discrete distance map is an array of values DT^ (p) of size W x H and is
calculated by iterative updating of its values until a stable state is reached. The distance
map is first initialized as follows (iteration r=0),
.(0) , . i ifp e
I'
1
+co ifp < r
DT^ (p) = ./
~
3.1
Then, at iteration P-0, the mask (mk!)kj is positioned at a pixel p
=
(xp,yp) and the
following updating rule for propagating the distance values from the pixels q
= (xp+k,yp+i)
onto p is used.
DT^ (p) = min {
DT
(q) +mkl;q = (xp+k, yp+l)} 3.2
The updating progress stops
when no change is made in the distance map at the current
iteration. The sequence in which the mask is positioned on pixels is defined by the type
of approach used to implement the distance mapping algorithm. For sequential algorithm
a modified distance mask is swept in the image in two processes. In the case of parallel
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architecture, at each iteration, the mask is used at every pixel in p to propagate distance
outwards from the pixel T.
As for our project, the process is illustrated in the following (Refer to Figure 3.16 Flow
chart of watershed segmentation method for binary images). It's been successfully used
for our problem. First we extract the edges and do a distance transformation. We define a
distance function over the objects from that transform (Refer to Figure 3.17 Image after
distance transform). We take the opposite of the distance function and get a catchment
basin for each object from its regional minimum. It is been shown in a 3-D perspective in
Figure 3.18 (Refer to Figure 3.18 3-D view negative distance function). We can easily
recognize the structure of the two ponds and construct watersheds to get two completely
separated ponds. We get watershed lines by doing the watershed transform. Then, we
draw the corresponding watershed lines in the original image and separate the two
different overlapping components (Refer to Figure 3.19 Image after watershed
segmentation). This result is similar to what we would have obtained by doing it by hand
ourselves. A sample of segmented real image is shown as Figure 3.20 Sample of real







Get Catchment Basins from Regional Minima
Getting Watershed Lines by Doing Watershed Transformation
Draw Watershed Lines on Original Image
Segmented Image
Figure 3.16 Flow chart ofwatershed segmentation method for binary images
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Figure 3.18 3-D view ofnegative distance function
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Figure 3.19 Image after watershed segmentation
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Figure 3.20 Sample of real images before (A) and after (B) watershed segmentation
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3.1.2.3 New Method of Segmentation and Labeling
Vincent's algorithm works well on the above segmentation. There are several drawbacks
however. First, when two objects with similar shape have more overlaps (Refer to Figure
3.21 Objects connected in one cross section), Vincent's algorithm doesn't work on it. It
will take two objects as one and objects can't be segmented. Second, it takes a huge
amount and most of the time finding catchment basins. Our method is one of the
solutions to solving these two drawbacks.
Figure 3.21 Objects connected in one cross section
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Figure 3.22 Objects separated in the consecutive cross section
Taking a close look to those objects, we found them connected in this cross-section but
separated in the consecutive cross section (Refer to Figure 3.22 Objects separated in the
consecutive cross section). Besides, we found that the difference between two
consecutive images was very little after making logical operations between two
consecutive images (Refer to Figure 3.23 Difference between two consecutive cross-
section images). Our method is to take advantage of these features. The method consists
of two steps: segmentation and labeling (Refer to Figure 3.24 Flow chart of new method








Figure 3.23 Difference between two consecutive cross-section images
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Image N as ImaTop
4
Image N+l as ImaBottom
i
ImaTop as Catchment Basins
I
Doing Negate Distance Transformation on ImaBottom
i
Doing Watershed Transformation on Different
Pixels between ImaTop and ImaBottom
i
DrawWatershed Lines on Original ImaBottom
Yes
End
Segmented ImaBottom as ImaTop
i
N=N+\
Figure 3.24 Flow chart ofnew method of segmentation
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Labeling First Image (N=\)
Label Value Save as LabelFlag
Labeled Image N as ImaTop,
Image N+\ as ImaBottom
ih
n Clusters in ImaBottom AND ImaTop




Issue Cluster the Value by the One with




Figure 3.25 Flow chart of new method of labeling
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We start to segment images from top to bottom since the objects are separated from each
other in the top first image. Suppose the segmentation has been done up to image N.
Image N is assigned the variable ImaTop. The consecutive image N+l is assigned the
variable ImaBottom. We can get the different pixels between ImaTop and ImaBottom by
doing logical XOR operation. To segment ImaBottom, we first do the distance transform
to ImaBottom using Euclidean distance to turn the binary image into gray-scale image.
The same pixels between ImaTop and ImaBottom are taken as the catchment basins for
ImaBottom. These pixels are saved from being labeled in the watershed transform. Since
the number of the same pixels between them is very big, processing time is greatly saved.
For the different pixels, we keep doing the watershed transform further. It also saves time
greatly since very few pixels are being processed in the watershed transform. When the
segmentation of ImaBottom is finished, image N+l will be taken as ImaTop and image
N+2 will be taken as ImaBottom to repeat the upper process until all images are being
processed.
After segmentation, images become binary images. All objects have value 1 and
background has value 0. The labeling process begins. From the first image, objects are
labeled one by one. A pointer (variable LabelFlag) has been assigned to issue label value.
For each newly found object, the
pointer goes one number higher. The maximum of
LabelFlag is saved on variable MaxLabelFlag.
After the first image is labeled, which we
call it top image and the consecutive image is
called bottom image, we begin to look for
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the objects in the bottom image one by one. We pick up the first cluster and do a logical
AND operation with the top image. If we didn't find any same pixels, we know this
cluster belongs to a new object and we issue a new label to this cluster. The label value is
the MaxLabelFlag+l. This value is saved as the new MaxLabelFlag. If there are any
same pixels, it means this cluster belongs to an object labeled in top image. If two objects
are getting really close in top image, both their projects might be in the same cluster in
the bottom image. We will take the one with bigger projection and issue its value to the
cluster. They are assumed to belong to the same object. This processing will be repeated
until all clusters in the bottom image are labeled. We then take this new-labeled image as
top image and its consecutive image as bottom image and repeat the upper processing
until all images are labeled. A sample of the labeled image has been show as Figure 3.26
A sample of labeled image.
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Figure 3.26 A sample of labeled image
3.1.2.4 Analysis
During the segmentation, thresholding and morphological operations first segmented the
objects from the background and unexpected cluster quickly and clearly. During the
segmentation between objects, the work is done by the new method based on the binary
image watershed transform. The new method takes advantage of the similarity between
consecutive cross section images. The projections of the objects in the first image are
taken as catchment basins for the second image, which saves time on looking for
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catchment basins. For the second image, only the different pixels are processed, which
speeds up the process of finding watershed lines. It is more than a timesaving work, it
makes successful segmentation between objects with deep connections that cannot be
completed simply by the normal watershed transform. Besides, each object is given a
unique label after segmentation. It makes a good preparation for 3-D rendering and
quantitative analysis of each object.
After segmentation and labeling, each 3-D object gets the same label in different slices.
When doing 3-D reconstruction, they can be distinguished and selected among other
objects by their specific labels.
The drawback of this method is too much human involvement in this method. From
threshold selection to the segmentation result judgment, human experience takes an
active role. It reduces the segmentation efficiency in some degree.
3.2 3-D Rendering
Both volume and surface rendering have been attempted in our project. A test object is
built to illustrate volume rendering method. It reveals the interior of the objects, which
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can be rotated to see from different directions. As for real objects in images, a new and
easier rendering model has been invented to do surface rendering. It has been used to
build the views of the whole bunch of objects from different directions.
3.2.1 Volume Rendering
We build a test object to show volume rendering method. We can see the interior of the
objects. The objects can be rotated to different directions.
Method
a. Read all images to be processed and index them for later use.
b. Get and display the contour lines in each slice of image. With contour plots, we are
able to see where in a given plane the data values are equal (Refer to Figure 3.27
Contours in five slices).
c. Display the overall structure of the object by isosurface. Isosurfaces are surfaces
constructed by using points of equal values as the vertices ofpatch graphics objects.
d. Display interior detail by isocap.
e. Add lighting to get a better visual effect. Lighting is an effective means to enhance
the visibility of surface
shape and to provide a 3-D perspective to volume graphs.
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Color can convey data values, both constant and varying (Refer to Figure 3.28 3-D
test object).
f Pick up a slice of the object at an arbitrary angle. Slice planes provide a way to
explore the distribution of data values within the volume by mapping values to colors
(Refer to Figure 3.29 Slices of 3-D test objects and Figure 3.30 Another slice of 3-D
test object).
g. View the object from different angles. Define the view. The information conveyed by
a complex 3-D graph can be greatly enhanced through careful composition of the
scene. Viewing techniques include adjusting camera position, specifying aspect ratio
and project type, zooming in or out, and so on.
conturs in five slices respectively (3-D)
Figure 3.27 Contours in five slices
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3-D test object



















Figure 3.29 slices of 3-D test objects
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Figure 3.30 Another slice of 3-D test object
Analysis
By volume rendering, the interior of the objects can be revealed. As a comparison to
surface rendering, it gives us an idea what processing speed it is. When the method of
volume rendering is applied to real image, which has much bigger size, time-consuming
becomes a serious obstacle to make it applicable (several slices of images could get a
Pentium II computer stuck), especially attempting to construct those objects in real time.
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3.2.2 New Rendering Model
3-D visualization is accomplished by utilizing approximated models of light matter
interaction and taking advantage of the human visual system's ability to perceive depth
and structure through shading, texture, and so on. The imaging system of a camera and
the human eye perform perspective projection, which leads to considerable loss of
information. All points along a line pointing from the optical center towards a scene point
are projected to a single image point. It could save a huge amount of time by processing
only the projected image pixel and left other pixels behind unprocessed.
The human visual system is able to perceive depth and structure through shaking. The
pixel intensity depends on surface reflection parameters, surface orientation, type and
position of illuminants, and the position of the viewer. It is assumed in our project that
the light comes from the same side as the viewer. Therefore, the closer the object is from
the viewer, the brighter it looks (Refer to Figure 3.31 3-D view of an object). Another
assumption is that the object is illuminated evenly in the same plane to the viewer and the
distance from the viewer is same for any pixels on the same plane. This way, the objects
present same degree of brightness when they are at the same plane to the viewer.
Based on these assumptions, a 3-D rendering model is build. We set values only to the
pixels on the surface; all other pixels behind are left unprocessed. The closer to the
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viewer, the higher the values are set and the brighter the surface looks. Jingquan Li first
applied this theory in his method during the direct top-down views to the objects and
cited his work as SBIR report on the DAXIS project to the US army picatinny arsenal
2000. It opens up a good direction for our work.
Figure 3.31 3-D view of an object
3.2.2.1 View from the Top Angle
Based on the information at hand, which are series of cross section images of objects,
process is done efficiently. Viewing from top angle involves least geometrical problem

























Figure 3.32 Schematic of 3-D view from top angle
Method
a. Set each slice a value, the closer to the top, the bigger the brightness value. The
weighting function is to refer to Figure 3.33 Brightness vs. distance. The distance is
between the viewer and objects.
b. Stack up all weighted slices along z axis as Figure 3.32 shows. Pick the maximum
value along z axis for each pixel on the x-y plane and save it as the pixel value of the
reconstructed image. It ends up the 3-D visualization and the data is stored in a 2-D








Figure 3.33 Brightness vs. distance
100
Figure 3.34 View from top angle
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Figure 3.35 Schematic of 3-D view from perpendicular angle
Method
The principles are the same: the closer to the viewer, the brighter the objects. The ways
are quite different (Refer to Figure 3.35 Schematic of 3-D view from perpendicular
angle).
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Figure 3.36 Pick up boundary pixels
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Figure 3.38 (A) View from angle 0 degree (B) View from angle 5 degrees
(C) View from angle 10 degrees
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a. Set viewing angle and rotate image to that angle.
b. Pick up the pixels on the boundary of each image (Refer to Figure 3.36 Pick up
boundary pixels).
c. Set each pixel a value, the closer to the illuminator, the bigger the value (Refer to
Figure 3.37 The gray values set to the boundary pixels). The data is stored in a 1-D
array.
d. Combine each array together row by row along z axis on x-z plane. It ends up the 3-D
visualization and data is stored in a 2-D matrix (Refer to Figure 3.38 (A) View from
angle 0 degrees (B) View from angle 5 degrees (C) View from angle 10 degrees).
Analysis
The advantage of this method is it works fast. From top angle, the data processed is each
slice of images. Simple logical operation of picking up the maximum value of each pixel
does the job. For the viewing angle perpendicular to the top, the object's boundary pixels
in each slice of images are picked. Since only the projection pixels that are the surface
pixels are processed, time is greatly saved. Unlike other methods, a huge bunch of
information is saved and processed efficiently.
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The drawback of this method is it is very sensitive to noise. The object pixel could be
blocked by noise viewing from perpendicular angle. Besides, objects could only rotate
limitedly in surface rendering in some specific angles. Viewing from any arbitrary angle
will be too complicated. If it can't be restricted to processing limited pixels, the method of
surface rendering loses its advantage.
This method could also be applied to individual objects since each object has a unique
label. This is also a reason why we segment each object first and assign each of them a
unique label after segmentation. Same object projects in different slices, however, shares
a same label. Picking up the objects with the same value and stacking them together




From CT image formation, image preprocessing to image segmentation, labeling, and
3-
D visualization, our research covers a broad field in image analysis and processing. An
approach to image segmentation and 3-D rendering has been developed to process the
images of the device under test. Before 3-D rendering, objects are first segmented from
the background and then segmented between each other. Current techniques of
thresholding and morphological operations are applied to distinguish images from the
background. A new method based on the binary watershed transform has been created to
split objects with deep connections. Each object is given a unique label after
segmentation, which is a good preparation for rendering and analysis. During 3-D
rendering, a new and easier rendering model has been invented to reconstruct the objects.
After successful segmentation and reconstruction, the dimension of each object can be
easily calculated and
visualized.
The project has been finished successfully, specifically:
1. A segmentation method has been developed: i.e., a modification of the watershed
transform. It is more than a timesaving work; it makes successful the segmentation of
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objects with deep connections that cannot be implemented simply by the normal
watershed transform. The new segmentation method works fast by taking advantage
of the similarity between consecutive cross section images. The projection of the
objects in the first image is taken as catchment basin for the second image, which
saves time on looking for catchment basins during the watershed transform. For the
second image, only the different pixels are processed, which speeds up the process of
finding watershed lines. A unique label has been assigned to each object after
segmentation. Therefore, the objects can be identified easily from those 2-D slices by
their labels for rendering purpose and quantitative analysis.
2. The new rendering model helps to speed up the process. It works fast because only
projection pixels have been selected and processed. For the viewing angle from the
top, the data being processed is each slice of images. Simple logical operations do the
job by finding the maximum value of each pixel. For the view angle perpendicular to
top angle, the boundary pixels are picked up as surface pixels. The intensity of these
pixels is attenuated by coefficients according to their distance from the viewer under
certain assumptions. The objects finally are shown from top and side views.
A lot of programming work is involved in
the whole project. Due to the time limited,
there are still some projects left for future study.
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1. The segmentation method has some limitations. It works much better and more
correct when the connected surfaces are convex. If the projection of the first image
covers the expected watershed lines in the second image, errors could occur. Some
preprocessing is required for this situation. For example, the projection areas could be
shrunk a little bit to avoid blocking watershed lines.
2. A lot of human work is involved in segmentation result judgment. For example,
different thresholds are selected manually during segmentation. Besides, the
judgment on segmentation result is based on human experience. It is a good idea in
future work to extract more of the image features and build mathematical models to
analyze and utilize these features in order to reduce human involvement and work
more efficiently.
3. In 3-D rendering, we build the simplest linear coefficient model to deliver 3-D visual
effect for a specific situation under some assumptions. Different rendering models
could be constructed to deliver more suitable and realistic rendering by taking into
consideration ofmore visual effect factors such as illumination, shading and color.
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